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 .Let H be a Hilbert space endowed with a sesquilinear form ?, ? , and
 .let A be a self-adjoint operator on H with domain X s D A . Then,
w xaccording to 10, VIII.120 , the operator A admits a spectral representa-
tion
`
A s l dE ,H l
y`
 .where E is a spectral family uniquely determined by A and each E canl l
be permuted with A and with every bounded operator which can be
permuted with A.
5 5THEOREM 1. If A is a self-adjoint operator on H with norm 0 - A - `
and
ny1 k1 A f
f s lim ,A kn ln ks0
< < 5 5  4with l s A , then Y s f : f g H is a closed linear subspace such thatA
H  4Af s l f for e¨ery f g H and X s Y for X s Ah y lh: h g H . More-A A
o¨er, Y s 0 if and only if A y lI is injecti¨ e.
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Proof. We will proceed as in the mean ergodic theorem by assuming
l s 1, which we may do if we change A for Aly1.
Suppose f s Ah y h. Then
ny11 1
k nA f s A h y h .n nks0
5 n 5 5 5 5 5A h q h 2 h
F F ª 0
n n
and hence f s 0.A
Let u s Ah y h ª f. Thenk k k
ny1 ny1 ny11 1 1
k k kA f F A f y u q A u .  j jn n nks0 ks0 ks0
ny1 ny11 1
k kF A f y u q A u . j jn nks0 ks0
ny11
k5 5F f y u q A uj jn ks0
and therefore
ny11
k 5 5lim sup A f F f y u ª 0 jnnª` ks0
and f s 0.A
Let g g Y s X H . Then
 :  :0 s Ah y h , g s h , Ag y g
for all h g H and therefore Ag s g and g s g. Since f s g q h withA
g g Y and h g X, we have f s g q h s g, which implies Af s f g YA A A A A
 4and Y s f : f g H . Finally, it is clear that Y s 0 if and only if X isA
dense in H and Y s 0 is equivalent to A y I being one-to-one.
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions and with the notation of Theorem 1.
An f
lim s fAnln
holds whene¨er A is a positi¨ e operator, and
An A
lim q I f s fAn  /2l ln
in the general case.
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Proof. We will assume l s 1. Then, since 0 F A F I if A is positive, it
 n. w xfollows that A is a nonincreasing sequence 10, VII.104 and therefore
lim An exists, which impliesn
ny11
k nf s lim A f s lim A f ,A nn nks0
whenever A is a positive operator. In the general case, by applying this
 2 n.result to A , we deduce that
ny1 n1 A
kf s lim A f s lim A q I f . .A n 2n nks0
Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to know, by truncation, the eigenfunctions
once we know the eigenvalues by Dirichlet's variational method.
PROPOSITION 3. If A is a bounded operator then the space X s Ah y lh:
4h g H is closed if and only if A y lI is a strict morphism.
w xProof. See 9, p. 69 .
COROLLARY 4. If A is a bounded operator and A y lI is injecti¨ e without
 4a bounded in¨erse, then X s Ah y lh: h g H is not a closed space.
 .Therefore, if l is not an eigen¨alue and there exists a sequence f such thatn
5 5Af y l f ª 0 with f s 1, then X is not closed.n n n
 .PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a self-adjoint operator such that u A is a
 .compact operator for some continuous real function u ¨erifying u l / 0.
 .Then, if Af y l f ª 0 and f is a bounded sequence, there exists an n n
 .subsequence f which con¨erges.nk
 .  .Proof. Let us prove first that u A f y u l f ª 0 for every realn n
bounded continuous function u. Indeed, from the theorem of integral
representation it turns out that
` 22« d E f , f F x y l d E f , f .  .  .H Hx n n x n n
< <xyl )« y`
5 5 2s Af y l f ª 0n n
from which it is immediately deduced taking into account the same
.  .  .theorem of integral representation that u A f y u l f ª 0 for everyn n
 .real continuous bounded function. Thus, if u A is a compact operator
 .  .and u l / 0, it follows that there exists a subsequence f which isnk
convergent.
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 .COROLLARY 6. Let A be a self-adjoint operator such that u A is a
 .compact operator for some real continuous u. Then u l s 0 for e¨ery l in
 .the continuous spectrum s A , and for e¨ery eigen¨alue l with infinitec
 .multiplicity, that is, for e¨ery l in the essential spectrum s A ses
 .  .  .s A _s A , where s A is the set of isolated eigen¨alues of finitedis dis
multiplicity.
PROPOSITION 7. If A is a self-adjoint operator then there exists a real
 .  .continuous function u G 0 such that u A is a compact operator and u l ) 0
 .for e¨ery l f s A .es
 .Proof. Let F s s A . Then the complement of F with respect to R ises
a countable union D I of open intervals whose extreme points are inn n
 4  .F j y`, q` . Let u be a real continuous function such that u l s 0 on
 .F and u is piecewise linear with u l ) 0 in each integral I , in such a wayn
that
1
u l F , . n k2 .l gI ls An k
where each eigenvalue l is repeated so many times as its multiplicityn
 .  .indicates, and therefore  u l - `. Thus, since u A is a positiven n
 .self-adjoint operator with finite trace, it follows that u A is a trace class
operator and therefore a compact operator. Finally, it is clear that u
verifies the rest of the conditions above.
 .COROLLARY 8. Let A be a self-adjoint operator and f a boundedn
 .sequence such that Af y l f ª 0 and l f s A . Then there exists an n es
 .con¨ergent subsequence f .nk
Remark. A symmetric operator A is essentially self-adjoint if and only
 .  .if its spectrum s A : R, that is, provided its residual spectrum s A isr
w x contained in R 5, XII.4.13 . A symmetric operator is said to be essentially
.self-adjoint provided its minimal closed extension is self-adjoint. If there
 .  .exists a l g R belonging to the resolvent r A s C_s A , then A is
self-adjoint.
PROPOSITION 9. If A is a symmetric operator and there exists a polynomial
 .  .y1P such that P A is a self-adjoint operator or P A is a compact operator,
then A is an essentially self-adjoint operator.
w xProof. According to the spectral mapping theorem 4, VII.9.10 ,
  ..   ..  .P s A s s P A . Then, if A is not essentially self-adjoint, s A
contains the upper half-plane Im z G 0 or the lower one Im z F 0, and
  ..  .therefore s P A ­ R, which contradicts the fact that P A is a self-ad-
 .y1   ..joint operator. In a similar way, if P A is a compact operator, s P A
 .is a countable set and hence s A : R.
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DEFINITION 10. A self-adjoint bounded operator A is said to be a
 . < < 5 5Dirichlet operator or D operator if Af y l f ª 0 and l G Af withn n n
5 5f s 1 imply that l is an eigenvalue of A. In particular, if thesen
 .conditions imply the existence of a subsequence f converging to f , thennk
f is an eigenfunction with Af s l f.
It is clear that every compact operator is a Dirichlet operator.
THEOREM 11. Let A / 0 be a bounded self-adjoint operator with property
 .D . Then
5 5 < < 5 5A s max Af , f : f g H , f s 1 4 .
5 5 5 5 4s max Af : f g H , f s 1 ,
and there exists an eigenfunction w and an eigen¨alue l such that Aw s1 1 1
5 5 < <l w and A s l .1 1 1
w xProof. It is enough to proceed as in 10, VI.93 , taking into account that
 .A is a D operator.
THEOREM 12. Let A / 0 be a bounded self-adjoint operator with property
 .D . Then it is possible to construct, by induction, a finite or infinite sequence
 .  .w of eigenfunctions for A and their eigen¨alues l through the solution ton n
the problem
< < < < 5 5l s max Af , f : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ;k - n 4 .  .n k
5 5 5 5s max Af : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ;k - n , 4 .k
 .with sign l s sign Af , f , so that when the eigen¨alue l s 0 is reached,n n
the process is finished.
w xProof. It follows from Theorem 11 proceeding as in 10, VI. 93 .
However, if A is not compact this process may not have an end when
l / 0 for all n g N. In this case, Theorem 12 can be completed with an
transfinite process, as the following theorem shows:
THEOREM 13. Let A / 0 be a bounded self-adjoint operator with property
 .  .D . Then, using transfinite induction, it is possible to construct a family wa
 .of eigenfunctions with their own eigen¨alues l through the solution to thea
problems
< < < < 5 5l s max Af , f : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ; x - a 4 .  .a x
5 5 5 5s max Af : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ; x - a , 4 .x
 .  < <.with sign l s sign Af , f , so that, since l is a nonincreasing family,a a
 < <.l is countable and the process is finished for an a not greater than thea
density character of H. In particular, if H is separable, the process is finished
  4 .for some a - k . As is customary a stands for the cardinal of x: x - a .1
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THEOREM 14. Let A / 0 be a bounded self-adjoint operator with property
 .D . Then, with the preceding notation,
Af s Af , w w s l f , w w .  . a a a a a
a a
holds.
Proof. Let f g H and consider
g s f y f , w w . .a x x
x-a
 .Since g belongs to the space H of all orthogonal functions to w ,a a x x - a
we have
5 5 < < 5 5Ag F l ga a a
and
5 5 2 5 5 2 < < 2 5 5 2g s f y f , w F f . .a x
x-a
Hence, since l s 0 for some a , it follows that Ag s 0 anda a
Af s f , w Aw s f , w l w .  . x x x x x
x-a x-a
s f , Aw w s Af , w w . .  . x x x x
x-a x-a
DEFINITION 15. An unbounded self-adjoint operator A is said to be a
 . < < 5 5Dirichlet operator or D operator if Af y l f ª 0 and l F Af withn n n
5 5f s 1 imply that l is an eigenvalue for A. In particular, if thesen
 .conditions imply the existence of a convergent subsequence f ª f ,nk
then f is an eigenfunction with Af s l f.
THEOREM 16. Let A / 0 be an unbounded self-adjoint operator, either
 .positi¨ e or negati¨ e, with property D . Then, using transfinite induction, it is
 .possible to construct a family w of eigenfunctions with their eigen¨aluesa
 .l through the solution of the following problems:a
< < < < 5 5l s min Af , f : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ; x - a 4 .  .a x
5 5 5 5s min Af : f g H , f s 1, f , w s 0 ; x - a , 4 .x
 .  < <.with sign l s sign Af , f , so that, since l is a nondecreasing family,a a
 < <.l is countable and the process ends for some a not greater than thea
density character of H. In particular, if H is separable, the process is finished
for some a - k . Moreo¨er,1
Af s Af , w w s l f , w w . .  . a a a a a
a a
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Proof. It is enough to proceed as in Theorems 13 and 14, using the
< <theorem of integral representation. Since A is not bounded, l ª `a
holds.
THEOREM 17. Let A / 0 be a self-adjoint operator which is bounded
 .  .resp. not bounded . Then, for any continuous real function with u x / 0
 .  .for x / 0 resp. x g R such that u A is a compact operator, there exists a
 .sequence l consisting of eigen¨alues of finite multiplicity such that limn n
 < < .l s 0 resp. lim l s ` whene¨er this sequence is infinite.n n n
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5 and Theorems 12 and 16.
APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
n Let V be an open nonempty subset of R or a differentiable manifold,
n.  .for example the torus T , let D V be the space of all infinitely
differentiable complex-valued functions with compact support in V, and
X .let D V be the corresponding space of distributions. We consider these
spaces endowed with their strong topologies.
 .  .1. Let A: D V ª D V be a continuous linear operator such that
5 5 2Aw , w G w , w s w .  . 2
 .  .for every w g D V , where ?, ? is the canonical sesquilinear form on
 .  .D V : w, c s H wc dv.V
 .  .Then, since Aw, w g R for all w g D V , we have
Aw , c s w , Ac .  .
 .for every w, c g D V .
X .Since A is a continuous linear operator, for each distribution T g D V
there exists a distribution AT such that
AT w s T Aw s T , Aw , w g D V , .  .  . .
X .and hence A is an extension of A to D V .
Moreover,
1r25 5 5 5w s Aw , w G w .  .2
 .is a norm on D V .
2 .  .2. Let L A be the completion of D V with respect to the norm
5 5 2 .  .  .? . Then, if f g L A , there exists a sequence w g D V such thatn
5 5 5 5 5 5w y f ª 0, w y w ª 0, w y w ª 0. This implies the existence2n m n m n
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2 . 2 . 2 .of a continuous linear mapping j: L A ª L V s L I , where I is the
<unit operator, such that the restriction j is the identity. Therefore,DV .
D V ; L2 A and jL2 A : L2 V . .  .  .  .
w x 2 .On the other hand, there exists a sesquilinear form ?, ? on L A such
that
5 5 2 w xf s f , f
2 .for every f g L A . Then, by polarization,
w xf , w s jf , Aw .
2 .  .for every f g L A , w g D V . Therefore, if jf s 0, then f s 0 because
 . 2 .of the density of D V in L A . Thus, we can identify f with jf and set
2 . 2 .L A : L V .
X X .  .If A: D V ª D V is the mapping associated with A, we have
w xAf , w s f , Aw s f , w . .
2 .  .for every f g L A and w g D V . Therefore, we can write
w xAf , g s f , g .
2 .for all f , g g L A .
w xAccording to 10, VIII.124 , there exists a bounded self-adjoint operator
2 . 2 .  . w x 2 . 2 .B: L V ª L A such that f , h s f , Bh for all f g L A , h g L V .
Hence, if
2 2X s f g L A : Af g L V , .  . 4
we have
w xf , w s Af , w s BAf , w .
X y1 . <for every f g X and w g D V and so BAf s f. Thus, A : A s B .X
On the other hand, since
X w X x w xA f , w s BA f , w s f , w s f , Aw .  .
X X .  .for every f g D A and w g D V , it turns out that A f s Af and the
X y1restriction of A to X is the self-adjoint extension A s B of A.
So we have constructed the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of the
w xoperator A 10, VIII.124, 5, XII.5.2 . Another general result of this kind is
w x w xdue to Calkin 2 and 10, VIII.125 .
The preceding process can be applied to a symmetric operator A G I on
a Hilbert space by proving that the restriction of the adjoint AU on
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2 .  U .  2 .  .L A l D A where L A is the completion of D A for the norm
5 5 5 5 . X y1 w? G ? is the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension A s B of A 5,2
xXII.5.3 .
 .  .  .  .If Aw, w G ym w, w for every w g D V i.e., A G ymI the pre-
 .ceding results can be applied to A q m q 1 I but some properties, like
that of A being injective, can be lost. Nevertheless, every operator of this
 .kind i.e., semi-bounded has a self-adjoint extension.
3. Now we will study differential operators. We will use the custom-
 w x.ary notation see 9 :
n < <i p s p , . . . , p g N , p s p q ??? qp , .  .1 n 1 n
 4where N s N j 0 .
ii x s x , . . . , x g R n , x p s x p1 ??? x pn , .  .1 n 1 n
1.22 2< <x s x q ??? qx . .1 n
1 ­ < p <
piii D s . . p p< <p 1 n­ x ??? ­ x2p i . 1 n
iv P x s c x p , P x s c x p / 0, .  .  . p m p
< < < <p Fm p sm
c g R, m g N . .p
Since
­ w , c s y w , ­ c .  .x xk k
 .for w, c g D V , we have
1 1
­ w , c s w , ­ cx xk k /  /i i
and
P D w , c s w , P D c . .  . .  .
THEOREM 18. Let V g R n be an open set with finite Lebesgue measure
 .  . nl V ) 0 and let P x G 1 be a polynomial on R such that there exists a
measurable set E : R n ¨erifying
dx
- ` 1 .H 2
E P x .
and
lim P x s `, whene¨er x g EC s R n _ E. .
< <x ª`
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 .Then there exists a self-adjoint operator A which is the restriction of P D to a
 . 2 . y1linear subspace D A : L V and such that A is a compact operator. We
will say that this operator A is a Fourier operator.
 . 2 .Proof. Let f be a bounded sequence in L V . There exists a weaklyn
W 2 .convergent subsequence f ª f g L V and thereforenk
lim w , f s w , f . .nkk
2 .  .for every w g L V . Since l V - ` it follows that
 : 2w x s exp y2p i x , y g L V , .  . .
 : n 2 n. 2 n.where x, y s  x y . Then, if F: L R ª L R is Fourier]Plan-1 k k x y
cherel transform and we identify f with its extension which is 0 outside V,
we have
Ã Ãlim f s lim F f s F f s f . .n nk kk k
for every point y g R n.
2 . 1 .Since V has finite measure L V ; L V holds, and these Fourier
transforms are uniformly bounded continuous functions of y. Then, from
 .1 and Lebesgue's dominated converge theorem, it follows that
y2 2Ã Ã< <P y f y f dy ª 0 .H nk
E
and, similarly,
y2 2Ã Ã< <P y f y f dy ª 0, .H nkcE
c Ã 2 n .  .  .since P y ª ` on E and f is bounded on L R . Therefore,n yk
y1 y1Ã Ãlim P y f s P y f .  .nkk
2 n.in L R andy
lim BF s Bfnkk
2 .in L V if we put
y1 Ã <Bf s F P y f . . V
2 .for f g L V .
Let
D A s Bf : f g L2 V , 4 .  .
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 .  . wand let A be the restriction of P D to D A . According to 9, Example
x4.11.3 ,
y1 Ã Ã< <P D Bf s P D F P y f s F f s f . .  .  .  . . V V
Therefore, B s Ay1.
On the other hand, B is a symmetric operator since
y1 y1Ã ÃBf , g s F P y f , F g s P y f , g .  .  .  .Ã Ã .  . /
y1Ãs f , P y g s f , Bg .  .Ã .
 . 2 .  .and D A is dense in L V because Bf , f ) 0 for every f / 0. As
 .P x G 1, B is a bounded operator, and hence A is a self-adjoint operator.
It is clear that for every relatively compact open set the condition
 .l V - ` is satisfied, but there are open sets, not relatively compact,
which satisfy this condition.
Ãw x  .By Levy's theorem 13, Appendix 4 L the sequence f convergesÂ nk
uniformly on every compact subset of R n.
 .  .Remark. Let P x G 1 and let P D be an elliptic differential operator
 .of order m s 2 p, that is, P x s 0 implies x s 0. Then, if A is them
 . y1Fourier operator associated with P D , A is a compact operator be-
 . < <  . cause P x ª ` when x ª `. It should be noted that P x s 1 q
2 .2 2x x q 1 satisfies1 2
dx dx
F - `H H22 2 P x .R RP x .
 . y1and therefore, if A is the Fourier operator associated with P D , A is a
 . < <compact operator. Yet P x does not tend to ` when x ª `.
THEOREM 19. Under the same conditions as Theorem 18, there exists a
 .complete sequence w of eigenfunctions of the Fourier operator A sn ng N
 . <  .P D . The corresponding eigen¨alues l ha¨e finite multiplicity,D A. n ng N
< <satisfy lim l s `, andn n
Af s l f , w w . n n n
ngN
2 .for e¨ery f g L V such that
2 < < 2l f , w - `. . n n
ngN
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 17 and 18. It is equivalent to
 .say that the essential spectrum s A is empty.es
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Remark. The eigenfunctions w of the preceding theorem are then
solutions of the equation
y1y1 <l w s F P y w . . Ã . Vn n n
 .  .PROPOSITION 20. Under the preceding conditions, if P x G 1 and P D
is an elliptic differential operator with m s 2 p and k - m y nr2, then
y1 k . nÃF P y f g C R . .  . . b
 .Proof. Indeed, if Q D is a differential operator of order k - m y nr2
 .with constant coefficients then
y1 y1Ã ÃQ D F P y f s F Q y P y f .  .  .  . .  .
y1 Ã 1 n y1 Ã kym Ã .  .  .  .  .  < <. . and Q y P y f g L R , since Q y P y f s O 1 q y f , 1 q
kym 2 n Ã 2 n< <.  .  .y g L R , and f g L R .
 .COROLLARY 21. If P D is an elliptic differential operator of order
k . .m s 2 p, then the eigenfunctions of Theorem 19 belong to C V for allb
k - m y nr2.
n  .Remark. If V : R is an open set and P D is an elliptic differential
` . w xoperator with coefficients in C V , it follows from 5, XIV.6.4 that every
  . . ` .solution w to the equation P D y l w s 0 in V belongs to C V .
 .PROPOSITION 22. Under the conditions of Theorem 19, if P D is an
elliptic differential operator of order m s 2 p, then the operator B s Ay1 is a
2 . m. . w x m. .continuous mapping from L V into H V 5, XIV.3.11 , where H V
2 .is the space of all the functions f g L V whose deri¨ ati¨ es of order less than
2 .or equal to m belong to L V .
 .Proof. Indeed, for every polynomial Q y with degree less than or
equal to m,
y1 Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Q D Bf F Q y P y f F M f s M f .  .  .2 2 2 2
holds.
 .PROPOSITION 23. Under the conditions of Theorem 19, if P D is an
elliptic differential operator of order m s 2 p, then B s Ay1 is a compact
2 . my1. .operator from L V into H V .
 .Proof. Indeed, if f is a subsequence weakly convergent to f andnk
 .Q y is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to m y 1, then we have
y1 Ã Ã5 5 5 5Q D f y f F Q y P y f y f ª 0, .  .  . . 2 2 /n nk k
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y1 y1 Ã Ã .  .  < <. .  .since Q y P y s O 1 q y , f converges to f uniformly onnk
n Ã 2 n .  .every compact subset of R , and, in addition, f is bounded in L R .nk
n  .THEOREM 24. Let V be an open subset of R and let P x G 1 be a
 .polynomial such that P D is an elliptic differential operator of order m s 2 p.
 . <Then the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of the operator A s P D isDV .0
 .the restriction of P D to
D A s f g H  p. V : P D f g L2 V , .  .  .  . 40
 p. .  .  p. . w xwhere H V is the closure of D V in H V 5, XIV.3.15 . Moreo¨er, if0
V is a relati¨ ely compact open set such that its boundary ­ V is a smooth
manifold S and there is no point in S that is interior to the closure of V, then
 .  p. . 2 p. .D A s H V l H V .0
2 .  p. .  .Proof. First we will prove that L A s H V . Indeed, if w ;0 0 n
 . 2 .D V is a Cauchy sequence in L A , then0
P y w y w , w y w s P D w y w , w y w ª 0 .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ã . .m n m n m n m n
 .and therefore if Q D is a differential operator of order less than or equal
to p then
Q D w y w , Q D w y w .  .  .  . .m n m n
< < 2s Q y w y w , w y w ª 0, . Ã Ã Ã Ã . .m n m n
 .  p. .which implies that w is a Cauchy sequence in H V .n 0
 .  .  p. .Conversely, if w ; D V is a Cauchy sequence in H V , thenn 0
y2 p w y w , w y w s y p w y w , y p w y w ª 0Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  . . .k m n m n k m n k m n
and therefore
1 q y2 p q y2 p q ??? w y w , w y w ª 0,Ã Ã Ã Ã . . .1 2 m n m n
which implies that
P D w y w , w y w s P y w y w , w y w ª 0, .  .  . . Ã Ã Ã Ã . .m n m n m n m n
 . 2 .and w is a Cauchy sequence in L A . Therefore,n 0
L2 A s H  p. V .  .0 0
 .and A is the restriction of P D to
D A s f g H  p. V : P D f g L2 V . .  .  .  . 40
w xThe second part is now deduced from 5, XIV.6.2 and 6.19 .
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Remark. This result can be generalized to elliptic self-adjoint operators
of order 2 p and with infinitely differentiable coefficients in relatively
compact open sets V ; R n, by proving that the operators A s
 . <  p. 2 p. w xP D considered in 5, XIV.6 are precisely the FriedrichsH V .l H V .0
 . <self-adjoint extensions of A s P D .DV .0
THEOREM 25. Let V ; R n be an open set ha¨ing finite Lebesgue measure
 .  .and let P x G 1 be a polynomial such that P D is an elliptic differential
operator of order 2 p. Then, if A is the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of
 . < y1 2 .A s P D , it turns out that A is a compact mapping from L V intoDV .0
 py1. .  .H V and therefore its essential spectrum s A is empty.0 es
Proof. First we prove that the identity mapping
H  p. V ª H  py1. V .  .0 0
 .  .is compact when V has finite measure. Let w ; D V be a boundedn
 p. .sequence in H V . Then there exists a weakly convergent subsequence0
2 Ã .  .  .w ª f g L V , and therefore w converges to f uniformly on everyÃn nk kn  < <. p . 2 n.  .compact K ; R , and 1 q y w is bounded in L R . Hence, if Q yÃnk
is a polynomial on R n of degree less than or equal to p y 1 then
Q D w y w s Q y w y w .  .  . Ã Ã .n n n nh k h k2 2
Q y . p
< <s ? 1 q y w y w ª 0, . Ã Ã .p n nh k< <1 q y . 2
 p. .when h, k ª `. From this it follows that the identity mapping H V ª0
 py1. . w x  wH V is compact, a result that generalizes 5, XIV.4.11 see 1, 6,0
x.Corollary 3.15 .
y1 2 .  p. .Now, since A is a continuous mapping from L V into H V if0
 . w xm s 2 p is the order of P D , from Theorem 24 and 10, VIII.124 it is
y1 2 .  py1. .deduced that A is a compact mapping from L V into H V .0
Remark. If V ; R n is a relatively compact open set the preceding
w xtheorem is a consequence of 5, XIV.6.11 . Under the conditions of the
w xsecond part of Theorem 24, according to 5, XIV.6.25 the eigenfunctions
 . ` .w of A verify P D w s l w on V, belong to C V , and satisfyn n n n
Dirichlet's conditions:
w x s ­ S w x s ??? s ­  py1. S w x s 0 .  .  .  .  .n n n n n
for the derivatives of ­ k . in the direction of the normal n to the boundaryn
S s ­ V.
THEOREM 26. Let V ; R n be an open set with finite Lebesgue measure
 .  . nl V ) 0 and let P x G 1 be a polynomial on R such that there exists a
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measurable set E : R n satisfying
dx
- `H P x .E
and
lim P x s `, whene¨er x g EC s R n _ E. .
< <x ª`
 . < y1Then, if A is the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of A s P D , A isDV .0
 .a compact operator and therefore s A s B.es
Proof. It is enough to see that the identity mapping
L2 A ª L2 V .  .0
 .  . 2 .is compact. Indeed, let w ; D V be a bounded sequence in L A .n 0
 .There exists a subsequence w which converges weakly to some functionnk2 .  .f g L V , and therefore w is a uniformly bounded sequence of contin-Ãnk Ãuous functions that converges to f pointwise. Then
2
y12 2 2< < < < < <w y w dy F P y w y w dy ? P y w y w dy .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃH H Hn n n n n nh k h k h k /E E E
y1 2< <F 4M P y w y w dy ª 0, . Ã ÃH n nh k
E
where M ) 0 is such that
< < 2P y w dy F M . ÃH k
nR
 . 2 .for all k g N. This M ) 0 exists because w is bounded in L A .k 0
Similarly, we have
y12 2< < < <w y w dy s P y ? P y w y w dy ª 0, .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃH Hn n n nh k h kc cE E
 . < < csince P y ª ` whenever y ª ` in E .
Then
5 5 5 5w y w s w y w ª 0Ã Ãn n n nh k h k
 . 2 .as h, k ª `, and w converges to f in L V . From this it immediatelynk
2 . 2 .follows that the identify L A ª L V is compact.0
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Remark. This result can be generalized for a large class of operators,
taking into account that if A and B are two symmetric operators in0 0
 . 2 . 2 .D V such that A G B G I and the identity L B ª L V is compact0 0 0
then the inverse Ay1 of the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of A is a0
compact operator. This class of operators includes all the elliptic self-ad-
 . w xjoint differential operators t s P D considered in 5, XIV.6 because of
w x  . <Garding's inequality 5, XIV.6.10 . In particular, if A s P D thenÊ DV .0
A G a I y «D for some a g R and « ) 0.0
w xMoreover, 5, XIV.6.11 can be generalized in the following way:
THEOREM 27. Let V ; R n be an open set such that
lim l B x l V s 0, x g V , . .
< <x ª`
 . nwhere B x is the closed ball in R with center x s V and radius 1, and let
 .P D be an elliptical differential operator of order m s 2 p and with coeffi-
` . ` acients in the space C V of C functions f with all their deri¨ ati¨ es D fb
bounded on V, and assume that
< < mRe P x G « x .m 0
n  .in V for e¨ery x g R , for some « ) 0. If A is the restriction of P D to0
 .   p. .  . 2 .4  .D A s f g H V : P D f g L V , then the essential spectrum s A0 es
 .  .  . is empty, s A s s A is countable, and the resol¨ ent R l; A s lI ydis
.y1  .  . <A is a compact operator for l f s A . If , in addition, A s P D DV .0
is a symmetric operator then A is the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of A .0
Proof. First, since the identity
H  p. V ª H  py1. V .  .0 0
 w x. w xis a compact mapping for p g N see 1, 6, Corollary 3.15 , 5, XIV.4.12
5 5  p. .can be generalized by proving that, if ? is the norm in H V , for p.
 .every « ) 0 there exists a constant K « ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 2w w F « w q K « w . p.  py1.  p. 2
 .for all w g D V . Then, through a subdivision of V and using the
 . wcoefficients of P D , one can overcome the difficulties present in 5,
xXIV.6.9 to prove that there exists a constant K ) 0 and a number « ) 0
such that Garding's inequality holds:Ê
5 5 2Re P D w , w q K w , w G « w .  . .  p.
 .for every w g D V .
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Indeed,
a bP D f , g s d x ­ f x ­ g x dx , .  .  .  . .  H ab
V< < < <a , b Fp
` .where the coefficients d g C V . Let us subdivide V for d ) 0 intoab b
subsets
V s x g V : h d F Re d x - h q 1 d , .  .hk a b a b a b
k d F Im d x - k q 1 d . 4 .ab a b a b
 .  .corresponding to the families h s h , k s k of integers withab a b
< < < <a , b F p. Then only a finite number of the sets V are nonempty. Leth k
` . X0 F c g C V with support contained in the union V of V withhk b hk hk
the sets V X X contiguous to V X and c s 1 on V andh k hk hk hk
y1r2
2w s c c .hk hk hk /
h , k
2 ` .Then  w s 1 and w g C V .h, k hk hk b
On the other hand, taking into account the results obtained above for
 .differential operators with constant coefficients and the fact that Re P xm
< < m n ` .G « x in V for all x g R with coefficients d g C V , it is easy to0 a b b
see that one can take d ) 0 small enough such that
5 5 2Re P D w , w q K w , w G k w .  . .  p.1 1
 X .holds for two constants K , k ) 0 and for every w g D V and every1 1 hk
V
X .hk
 .Then, for every f g D V ,
Re P D f , f q K f , f .  . . 1
s Re w 2 P D f , f q K w 2 f , f . hk 1 h k /  /
h , k h , k
s Re w P D f , w f q K w f , w f . .  . . . hk hk 1 hk hk
h , k
By Leibniz's rule,
w P D f s P D w f q t f , .  .  .hk hk hk
where t is a differential operator of order less than or equal to 2 p y 1hk
` .and with its coefficients in C V . Thenb
5 5 2Re P D f , f q K f , f G k f q Re t f , f , .  .  . .   p.1 1 hk 1
h , k
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where f s w f and t is a differential operator of order less than orhk hk 1
` .equal to 2 p y 1 with its coefficients in C V .b
On the other hand,
5 5 2Re P D f , f F M f q Re t f , f .  . .   p.hk 2
h , k
and, similarly,
5 5 2 X 5 5 2 Xf F M f q Re t f , f . p.  p.hk 2
h , k
for two constants M, M X ) 0 and two differential operators t and t X of2 2
` .order less than or equal to 2 p y 1 and its coefficients in C V . From thisb
Garding's inequality follows, sinceÊ
< < 5 5 2 5 5 2t f , f F « f q K « f .  . p. 2
 .for all « ) 0, all f g D V , and all prefixed differential operators t of
` .order less than or equal to 2 p y 1 having its coefficients in C V .b
Once this Garding's inequality has been established, the theorem isÊ
w xobtained as in 5, XIV.6.11 .
 .Remark. If l V - ` then
lim l B x l V s 0, x g V . . .
< <x ª`
4. The self-adjoint operators A considered above have this property:
 .  .s A s B. With regard to the density of the eigenvalues l of anes n ng N
 .  .operator A with s A s B, we are going to consider the space D Aes
X .  .and its dual D A . The space D A consists of all the sequences
 .a s a such thatn ng N
< k < 0p a s a l - `, 0 s 1, . k n n
ngN
for all k g N, endowed with the topology defined by the seminorms p .k
X .The dual space D A is also endowed with the strong topology.
 .  .PROPOSITION 28. If s A s B, the space D A is totally barrelled,es
bornological, and Frechet, as well as Montel, Schwartz, and totally reflexi¨ e.Â
 .Moreo¨er, D A is a nuclear space if and only if
1
- ` 2 . k< <lnn
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X . wfor some k ) 0. On the other hand, the space D A is complete 9, Prop.
x w x w x3.7.6 , barrelled 9, Prop. 3.8.4 , bornological 9, Theorem 3.16.2 , and Montel
w x9, Prop. 3.9.9 .
 .Proof. The proof that D A is Frechet is straightforward. Hence,Â
 .D A is a bornological space and totally barrelled. Since l ª `, which isn
 .  .y1equivalent to saying that R l; A s lI y A is a compact operator for
 .  4  .each l f s A s l : n g N , D A is Montel, Schwartz, and totallyn
w xreflexive, according to 14, II.2.2.2, II.2.3.2, and II.2.3.15 . And, taking into
w x  .  .account 14, II.2.3.16 , D A is a nuclear space if and only if 2 is satisfied
 . y1for some k ) 0. Therefore, D A is a nuclear space if and only if A is a
Schatten class self-adjoint operator. In particular, if Ay1 is a
 .Hilbert]Schmidt operator or a trace class operator, then D A is a
nuclear space.
5. The case of the torus V s T n, that is, the periodic functions,
shows some differences with respect to the case considered of an open
n 2 .subset of R . By choosing the periods carefully, every function f g L V
can be expressed by means of a Fourier expansion
 :f x s c exp 2p i x , y , .  . y
nygZ
 : n  w . n.where x, y s  x y x g 0, 1 , y g Z .1 k k
 . <THEOREM 29. The operator A s P D is essentially self-adjoint inDV .
2  n. UU  UU .the space L T , and the spectrum of A ¨erifies s A
UUn n .   . 4s P y : y g Z , so that s A s P y : y g Z is countable if the 4 .
 UU .coefficients of P are integers, although its essential spectrum s A may notes
 .  UU .be empty. If P D is an elliptic differential operator then s A s B.es
  . .  .4 2 .  n.Proof. Indeed, P D y lI w : w g D V is dense in L V V s T
  . .for l f R since if P D y lI f s 0 for
 : 2f x s c exp 2p i x , y g L V , .  . . y
nygZ
UUn  . .then P y y l c s 0 for every y g Z , and therefore f s 0. Then Ay
UU n .  4is a self-adjoint operator. It is easily seen that s A s P y : y g Z . .
 .  .It should be noted that if P x s P x , x s a x q x , with a irrational1 2 1 2
UU 2 .  4then, s A s a y q y : y , y g Z s R. The rest is easily proved. .1 2 1 2
PROPOSITION 30. If u ) 0 is a polynomial or a real continuous function,
  ..y1   ..nthen the operator u P D is compact if and only if lim u P y s `.y g Z
Proof. It does not present any difficulty.
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 .  .  2 .2 2Remark. If P x s P x , x s 1 q x x q 1 then1 2 1 2
dx dx
F - `H H22 2 P x .R RP x .
 .y1 2 n.and yet P D is not a compact operator in L T because l s 1 is an
UU  .eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity of the operator A s P D .
Since every relatively compact open subset of R n is contained in some
w xncube, we may assume that it is contained in 0, 1 and use Fourier series to
 .obtain the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of P D in boundary problems.
 .The asymptotic behavior of the number A l of eigenvalues whose abso-
 .lute value is less than l is also interesting. In order to obtain A l it is
useful to compute it for finite unions of cubes. In particular, for the
 .  woperator of P D s yD and with some boundary conditions see 3,
x.VI.4.4 it turns out that
4p A l .
lim s 1 for n s 2
lVlª`
and
A l 1 .
lim s for n s 3,3r2 2l V 6plª`
 .  .where V s l V . Therefore, the spaces D yD are nuclear in these cases.
w xWe pointed out in 12 that these questions for periodic functions are
 . p p pclosely related to the theory of numbers. Indeed, if P x s x q x y x1 2 3
2 .and H is the space of all periodic functions f g L V with periods
v g Z3 such that
1 1 1
f x , y , z dx s f x , y , z dy s f x , y , z dz s 0, .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
then Fermat's theorem is reduced to see if l s 0 is an eigenvalue of the
 .operator P D in H. For p s 1, 2 this operator has the eigenvalue l s 0
with infinite multiplicity, and for p G 3 it does not have l s 0 as an
eigenvalue because Fermat's theorem, recently proved.
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